Aluminium – Timeless durability
Aluminium is by far the youngest of the metals that are used
industrially, as it was produced for the first time on a large industrial
scale only just over 100 years ago. It is a chemical element with
the atomic number 13 that is one of the most common elements
in nature. It is the third most common element after oxygen and
silicon. It is extracted from bauxite, which constitutes about 8%
of the earth’s surface and is distinguished by its softness and its
lightness. Aluminium oxidises immediately on contact with the air
to create a surface protection that makes it resistant to water and
certain chemical substances. This characteristic makes it the metal
that is most widely used by the transport, building and construction
industries. Aluminium is 100% recyclable any number of times
without losing its original characteristics, which remain unchanged
over time, even after numerous recycling phases, when the original
aluminium is defined as “aluminium for recycling” or “secondary
recycling”. Excellent reflective properties, spreads and reflects light,
reducing light dispersion from the light source and thus helping
save energy.

Certification
Quality Attestations
Certification guarantees that the requirements set by
regulations and international standards regarding
product conformity, services, processes and systems
have been met.

PivaGroup products are designed to withstand
the Australian climate. We comply with the market
standards and are members of the Australian Window
Association (AWA).
In order to ensure responsible use that complies
with current Australian regulations, our doors and
windows are certified as complying with the technical
solutions specified by AS 4666 and, where required,
safety glasses that comply with the AS 2208 standard
are installed.
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Ve r o n a L i n e T h e a r t o f l i v i n g w i t h s i m p l e a n d c l e a n l i n e s

Verona is the aluminium doors and
windows line of the PivaGroup that
combines elegant lines with perfect
performance.
Verona is a thermal break system for
windows that is particularly suited to
rebuilding, where the shallow depth of the
system enables it to be installed in buildings
with thin outer walls.
The Verona line offers not only the
Functional frame but also special block
profiles and special concealed fittings
that give the system an elegant and
sophisticated appearance.
Tilt&turn windows can also be installed in
this system.
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Clean design, modern and high-performance lines
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The possibility of reducing the dimensions of the visible sections and playing
with the design in large transparent formats provides excellent scope for
versatility and perfectly matches the PivaGroup style.
The system has been tested for intrusion and burglary resistance in compliance
with RC2, and is suitable for both residential properties and commercial
premises. stratified and/or tempered panes up to 36mm can be inserted.
The Verona-HI* version can reach Uf values up to 1.6 W/m²K, whereas the Uf
value of a panel/frame section with a visible depth of 86mm is 2.3 W/m²K.
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Ve n e z i a L i n e

Style . Comfort and Security

The Venezia aluminium system has a 3-chamber thermal break and provides good thermal insulation, stability
and security. In order to adapt to any type of building, even to the most modern building trends, the Venezia
Line is available in different designs with inward and outward opening.
The Venezia system can also be fitted with triple glazing up to 53 mm and an aeration unit to enable people to
enjoy coolness without letting heat enter the living room. Also available in the HI version.
To make the air circulate without opening the hinged windows completely, tilt&turn windows can be installed.
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Venezia Line doors and windows with a timeless design
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Architects

‘VK Architects & Engineers’

The Venezia Line can also be used with different
levels of intrusion and burglary resistance
(Classes 2), owing to the high level of security.
Unlimited design scope for light-filled and
transparent architectural solutions.

Architect DMOA
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Milano Line

S l i d i n g . m i n i m a l a n d H i -Te c h

In order to remove the limits of your home without compromising on your domestic comfort, Piva Group has
designed and made the Milano Line of sliding doors that strike just the right balance between design, security
and space.
Choose to have more light.
The sliding systems of the Milano Line transform the concept of practicality, structures characterized by slim
profiles and large transparent panes that provide your interiors with more light.
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Invisible Design
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Milano is the sliding system with a thermal break
that meets insulating needs. It is distinguished by
important technical characteristics like the outer
rail for invisible drainage and the discreet inner
duct. It also accepts panes that are up to 26 mm
thick.
The sliding systems of the Milano Line are easy to
handle and enable wide openings to be obtained
within a small space to gain more space for your
furnishing concepts.
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Roma Line

Sliding . panoramic . without bounds

The sliding systems offer a wide range of designs for panoramic solutions.
Roma is the line of systems for sliding doors and windows that meet the most demanding requirements in
terms of heat insulation, stability and security. Owing to the remarkably slim central section, the system offers
innovative and aesthetically attractive solutions that are able to provide maximum light for interiors.
Exteriors without bounds.
The Roma Line, in order to improve access to the inside of buildings and homes, is available with different types
of windows and doors and with lowered doorsteps. The special openable corner solution enables living areas
to be opened wide to the exterior without obstacles or limits. In addition, this tough system enables large sliding
doors to be fitted, each of whose panels weighs up to 300 kg.
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The ideal solution to give your place a unique character
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Razvan Oprescu (LLOX Architecten)

The modern design, the lowered doorstep, the class 2 resistance
to intrusion and burglary and the improved thermal values up
to 2.78 W/m²K make the Roma Line one of the most advanced
sliding systems on the market.
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Roma Lift & Slide Line

Lift & slide . space and light

For the most demanding, the Roma line is also available in the Lift & Slide version. The lift & slide doors and
windows allow the indoors to communicate with outdoors, the large openings enable natural light to enter the
home and blend with the furnishing style in all the seasons so that it becomes a real interior design feature.
The Lift & Slide doors and windows of the Roma line are available in different versions, with lowered doorsteps
and the special openable angle for an opening towards the outdoors without bounds.
Unlimited design scope Large doors and windows, with panels weighing up to 300 kg each.
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Atelier d'architecture Bruno Erpicum

Open your house to the outside with a slight movement
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Heat insulation, stability, Class 2 intrusion and
burglary resistance and improved thermal values
up to 2.78W/m²K make the Firenze Line a system
that combines functionality and looks.

POM ARQUITECTES
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Mosquito

Your invisible protection

In order to be able to enjoy the summer breeze when the temperatures rise without being bothered by buzzing
insects, you just need to fit mosquito nets onto your sliding doors and windows.
PivaGroup’s Mosquito is the mosquito net system for windows and hinged or sliding doors that enable
unwanted insects to be kept outside without detracting from the visual appeal and with minimal interference
with your view outside.
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Insects? No thank you!
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Architect Jean-Marc Douhard

Easy to use - The Mosquito concept allow you to open your doors and
windows without having to remove the mosquito net each time. In the
sliding version, the Mosquito net is fitted to the top or bottom of the door
or window to ensure optimum comfort and total functionality of both
systems to ensure optimum comfort.

Architect Mark Van Acker
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Te c h n i c a l C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
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Minimal and Glamour Accessories
Design freedom knows no bounds even in the world of accessories.
Glazing beads, handles and small-size accessories with soft, round, linear outlines to be
fitted in ambitious architectural projects, sophisticated solutions with a great visual impact.
The lightness of the lines must be matched by ease of handling. In our aluminium doors and
windows, we install fittings for demanding projects in terms of design and engineering that
can handle up to 400Kg.
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The colour for your home design
An infinite number of types of wood and finishes, colour schemes for your aesthetic needs,
wood-effect colours, traditional varnishes and powder painting including two-tone versions,
without neglecting the safety of a high-quality long-lasting product.
The vast range of finishes for the entire product range can enhance both contemporary and
traditional living solutions.

The durability of our paintwork is guaranteed by Qualicoat certification.
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V e r o n a L i n e Te c h n i c a l C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Versions 					Functional
Minimum visible width of
window opening inwards		
Frame		
48 mm
				Panel		30 mm
Minimum visible width of
window opening outwards		
Frame		
21 mm
				Panel		87 mm
Minimum visible width of
coplanar doors opening inwards
Frame		
67 mm
				Panel		74 mm
Minimum visible width of
coplanar doors opening outwards
Frame		
42 mm
				Panel		99 mm
Minimum visible cross width 			
70 mm
Window constructional depth		
Frame		
50 mm
				Panel		59 mm
Coplanar door constructional
depth				Frame		50 mm
				Panel		50 mm
Overlapping flap
				
22 mm
Glass thickness

				up to 32 mm

Glazing method

				

Heat insulation
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dry with EPDM or neutral silicone seals
omega-shaped polyamide bars reinforced with fibreglass
(frame measuring 26.3 mm - panel measuring 22 mm)

Ve r o n a L i n e Pe r f o r m a n c e
ENERGY
Thermal insulation			
EN ISO 10077-2			
COMFORT
Acoustic performance		
EN ISO 140-3; EN ISO 717-1		
Resistance to wind load, max.
pressure EN 1026; EN 12207

Uf value up to 1.6 W/m²K, depending on the panel/frame
combination and the thickness of the glass

Rw (C; Ctr)=35 (-1;-4) dB/39 (-1; -3) dB, according to the type of pane

1 (150 Pa)

Water tightness EN 1027		
1A (0 Pa)
EN 12208 			
7A (300 Pa)
				
Resistance to wind load		
1 (400 Pa)
max. pressure EN 12211; EN 12210

2 (300 Pa)
2A (50 Pa)
8A (450 Pa)
2 (800 Pa)

3 (600Pa)
3A(100 Pa)
9A (600 Pa)
3 (1200 Pa)

4 (600 Pa)

4A(150 Pa)
5A(200 Pa)
6A(250 Pa)
E (750 Pa)			
4 (1600 Pa)

5 (2000 Pa)

Exxx (>2000 Pa)

Resistance to wind load		A(≤1/150)			B(≤1/200)		C(≤1/300)
with deflection EN 12211; EN 12210
SECURITY
Intrusion and burglary resistance
ENV 1627 - ENV 1630

RC1			

RC2				

RC3

Deflection*			 >span/250 Housing, residential and commercial buildings
Air infiltration at 75 Pa resp. 150 Pa*

<1.0 L/s.m²resp.<1.6 L/s.m² Air – conditioned buildings

Air infiltration at 75 Pa resp. 150 Pa*

<1.0 L/s.m²resp.<1.6 L/s.m² Air – conditioned buildings

Water penetration resistance*		

N6, C4 (900 Pa)

Ultimate strength*			

N4 (2400 Pa)

*Deflection test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.2: 1996
*Air infiltration test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.4: 1996
*Water penetration resistance test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.5:1996
*Ultimate strength test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.6:1996
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V e n e z i a L i n e Te c h n i c a l C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Versions 					Functional
Minimum visible width of
window opening inwards		
Frame		
51 mm
				Panel		33 mm
Minimum visible width of
window opening outwards		
Frame		
17,5 mm
				Panel		76 mm
Minimum visible width of
coplanar doors opening inwards
Frame		
68 mm
				Panel		76 mm
Minimum visible width of
coplanar doors opening outwards
Frame		
42 mm
				Panel		102 mm
Minimum visible cross width 			
76 mm
Window constructional depth		
Frame		
68 mm
				Panel		77 mm
Overlapping flap
				
25 mm
Glass thickness

				up to 53 mm

Glazing method

				

dry with EPDM or neutral silicone seals

Heat insulation
				
Polyamide bars reinforced with omega-shaped fibreglass 		
						measuring 32 mm and/or with shaped chamber
		
High Insulation (HI) version				
Available
High Insulation Plus (HI+) version			

Doors
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Available

Windows

Ve n e z i a L i n e Pe r f o r m a n c e
ENERGY
Thermal insulation 		
EN ISO 10077-2 			
COMFORT
Acoustic performance		
EN ISO 140-3; EN ISO 717-1		
Air permeability,			
max. pressure EN 1026; EN 12207

Uf value up to 1.2 W/m²K, depending on the panel/frame combination and the
thickness of the glass

Rw (C; Ctr)=36 (-1;-4) dB/42 (-2; -4) dB, according to the type of pane

1 (150 Pa)

2 (300 Pa)

3 (600Pa)

4 (600 Pa)

Water tightness EN 1027; EN 12208
1A (0 Pa) 2A (50 Pa) 3A (100 Pa) 4A (150 Pa) 					
				5A (200 Pa) 6A (250 Pa) 7A (300 Pa) 8A (450 Pa) 9A (600 Pa) E (900 Pa)
Resistance to wind load max
tested pressure EN 12211; EN 12210

1 (400 Pa)

Resistance to wind load
with deflection EN 12211; EN 12210

A(≤1/150)			

SECURITY
Intrusion and burglary resistance
ENV 1627 - ENV 1630
Fire classification EN 13501-2
EN 1364-1; EN 1634-1 NEN 6069

2 (800 Pa)

3 (1200 Pa)

4 (1600 Pa)

5 (2000 Pa) Exxx (>2000 Pa)

B(≤1/200)		

C(≤1/300)

RC1			RC2			RC3

EI 30		

EI 60		

EI 45		

EW 3

Bullet resistance EN 1522
FB 1
FB 2
FB 3
FB 4
FB 5
FB 6
					FSG		Kalashnikos
Deflection*			

>span/250 Housing , residential and commercial buildings

Air infiltration at -/+ 75 Pa
resp. -/+ 150 Pa*			

<1.0 L/s.m²resp.<1.6 L/s.m² Air – conditioned buildings

Water penetration resistance*		

N6, C4 (1500 Pa)

Ultimate strength*			

N4 (3000 Pa)

*Deflection test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.2: 1996
*Air infiltration test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.4: 1996
*Water penetration resistance test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.5:1996
*Ultimate strength test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.6:1996
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M i l a n o L i n e Te c h n i c a l C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Versions 					2-Rail
Visible width/height			Frame		47.2 mm
				Horizontal vent

67.3 mm

				Vertical vent

69.7 mm

				T-profile		64.5 mm
				Meeting section
		
Overall system depth window		
Frame		

34 mm
50 mm

				Vent		33 mm
Rebate height				

18 mm

Glass thickness					6/24/25/26 mm
Glazing method					

With EPDM in accordance with the envelope principle

Thermal insulation 				
16 mm, 26 mm and 30 mm
						fibreglass reinforced polyamide strips
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Milano Line Performance
ENERGY
Thermal Insulation EN 10077-2
Uf-value between 3.4 W/m²K and 4.9 W/m²K
					depending on the frame/vent combination
COMFORT
Air tightness max. test pressure
EN 1026, EN 12207 			

1 (150 Pa)		

Water tightness
EN 1027, EN 12208

1A(0 Pa)

			

					6A(250 Pa)

2 (300 Pa) 		

2A(50 Pa)
7A(300 Pa)

3A(100 Pa)
8A(450 Pa)

3 (600Pa) 		

4A(150 Pa)
9A(600 Pa)

4 (600 Pa)

5A(200 Pa)		
E(≥600 Pa)

Wind load resistance, max
test pressure EN 12211; EN12210
1(400 Pa) 2(800 Pa)
3(1200 Pa)
4(1600 Pa) 5(2000 Pa)
Exxx (>2000 Pa)
					
Wind load resistance to frame deflection
EN 12211, EN 12210 			A(≤1/150)			B(≤1/200)		C(≤1/300)
Deflection*				

Housing span/150 , Residential span/180 Commercial span/250

Air infiltration at -/+ 75 Pa resp. -/+ 150 Pa*

<0.85 L/s.m²resp.<1.4 L/s.m² Air –

Water penetration resistance*			

5A(200 Pa)

Ultimate strength*				

+ 1500 Pa & - 1500 Pa

*Deflection test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.2: 1996
*Air infiltration test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.4: 1996
*Water penetration resistance test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.5:1996
*Ultimate strength test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.6:1996
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R o m a L i n e Te c h n i c a l C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Versions 			
Visible width/Height
Frame

CP 130 Monorail
50mm		

CP 130 2-rail
50 mm		

CP 130 3-rail
50 mm		

CP 130-LS 2 rail
28-35-40mm

CP 130-LS 3 tracks
28-35-40 mm

			Panel

94 mm		94 mm		94 mm		94mm		94 mm

			
Across
				

from 76 mm
to 115 mm		

from 76 mm
to 115 mm		

from 76 mm
to 115 mm		

from 76 mm
to 115 mm

From 76mm
to 115mm

			
Central
			Section

69-98 mm

69-98 mm

69-98 mm

69-98 mm

69-98mm

Constructional Depth
Frame
			
			Panel

130 mm		

130 mm		

181 mm		

139 mm		

210mm

Overlapping flap

		

25mm		

25 mm		

25 mm		

25 mm		

25mm

Glass thickness

		

up to 44 mm

up to 44 mm

up to 44 mm

Up to 44 mm

Up to 44 mm

59 mm		59 mm		59 mm		59 mm		59mm

Glazing method			
Dry pane with EPDM or neutral silicone seals		
Dry pane with
Dry pane with EPDM		
										EPDM		or neutral silicone seals
										natural silicone					
					
Heat insulation
		
polyamide bars reinforced with fibreglass measuring 23 mm and 32 mm

Monorail
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Roma Line Performance
ENERGY
Heat insulation		

Uf value up to 2.78 W/m²K, depending on panel/frame combination

COMFORT
Air permeability
max. pressure EN 12207

1 (150 Pa) 		

2 (300 Pa) 		

3 (600Pa) 		

4 (600 Pa)

Water tightness			1A (0 Pa)
2A (50 Pa)
3A(100 Pa)
4A (150 Pa)
5A (200 Pa)
6A (250 Pa)
EN 12208 			
7A (300 Pa)
8A (450 Pa)
9A (600 Pa)
E (900 Pa)			
				
Resistance to wind load
max. tested pressure		
1 (400 Pa)
2 (800 Pa)
3 (1200 Pa)
4 (1600 Pa)
5 (2000 Pa)
Exxx (>2000 Pa)
EN 12211; EN 12210 		
Resistance to wind load
with deflection EN 12211; EN 12210

A(≤1/150)		

B(≤1/200)

C(≤1/300)

SECURITY
Intrusion and burglary resistance
ENV 1627 - ENV 1630

RC1		

RC2		

RC3

Deflection*			

>span/250 Housing, residential and commercial buildings

Air infiltration
at -/+ 75 Pa resp. -/+ 150 Pa*		

<1.0 L/s.m²resp.<1.6 L/s.m² Air-conditioned buildings

Water penetration resistance*		

N6, C4 (450) Pa

Ultimate strength*			

N3 (1800) Pa

*Deflection test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.2: 1996
*Air infiltration test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.4: 1996
*Water penetration resistance test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.5:1996
*Ultimate strength test: tested in accordance with AS 4420.6:1996

2-rail

3-rail
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Piva Group prints on eco-friendly paper

The contents and images in this catalogue may be subject to change.
The images are shown for purely illustrative purposes.
We accept no liability for printing errors.

